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About Us

At A Glance!

We provide wide range of

services including;

• Consultancy services

• Specialized Training

• Operations Development

We are active in the developing

countries in Sub-Saharan

African region. We are 
passionate about developing 
communities for better though 
sustainable logistic solutions.

Our team possesses not only 
decades of industry-related 
international background but

also strong knowledge and

connections in the African

ecosystem.

PROBOX works with Terminal Operators, Port Authorities,
Shipping lines who aim to develop greenfield projects or
improve existing facility.



Vision

Commit to provide the most 
reliable and sustainable solutions 
for ports and depots in Africa 
through consultation, training 
and digital transformation.

Helping our Clients to shape 
the future!

mission



What we offer?

Port Equipment 
Service & Solutions 

• Mechanical maintenance & repair

• Hydraulic maintenance & repair

• Electrical maintenance & repair

• Steel Structure maintenance , Design-
out, Accident repair

• Equipment refurbishment & Painting

• Spare parts inventory management

• Equipment preventive & predictive 
maintenance plan

• TOS Integration

• TOS Optimization

• Digital Strategy Development

Digital 

• Assessment / GAP Analysis

• Port Dynamic Design

• Performance Improvement P.

• Market Studies

Consultancy

• Equipment Operators

• TOS

• Management Skills

• Gate Operations

• Tally Clerk Activities

• Vessel & Yard management

• Vessel & Yard planning

• Safety

• Lashing Equipment

• Mooring & Unmooring

Training 



Our Clients



Our Team ?

Our team is proud of serving and working with several
terminals and ports in different locations around the globe.

International Experience

There are many globally renowned employers around the
continent where our team members have already been
employed for several years, including but not limited to SCCT,
DP World, APm, Arise, PTP and many other multinational
enterprises in the field of Port & terminal operations.

African Flavor

The map is clearly illustrating the locations in which our team experts have been
employed by leading market players in the industry where they have led and
managed different projects & assignments, gained hands on experience,
interacted with different cultures and faced multiple business challenges that
enriched their knowledge and granulated their experience.

You can get more details about our previous experiences and case studies
through our website: www.PROBOX.me

http://www.probox.me/


Leadership Team

Yasser Osama Ahmed Elsiefy mohamed 
Elaraby

• 24 Years of experience
• CEO of Added for Hr solutions
• Head of Human resources ,SCCT
• Industrial relations manager, SCCT
• Operations Shift manager, SCCT
• Operations Shift manager, APmT Bahrain
• Green belt certified, 2010, APmT

• 22 Years of experience
• Head of retail –Vodafone Qatar
• regional Senior manager I VF Qatar
• Channel Development manager I VFQ
• retail manager –Vodafone Egypt

• 18 Years of experience
• Black belt certified, 2012
• Ops Process Excellence manager, SCCT.
• Operations Shift manager, SCCT .
• Operations Superintendent, SCCT.
• Operations Supervisor, SCCT

Co-Founder & managing 

Director

Head of

Business Development

Head of

Operational Excellence



improve Port stay of critical vessel services as part of the value 
proposition for shipping lines. The project had 3 focus areas, one of 

them is to reduce “The time between the first line and first lift” by 50%.

Challenge

• Our Expert has worked with local team to analyze the 
current process including different challenges

• Define new horizons and break the traditional ways of 
doing things. 

• Our expert initiated the “Quick start” program, which 
eliminated all the process waste and allowed the STS 
to start operations safely before the (gangway down).

Actions

• The Project delivered a reduction of 75% in the focus time, 
exceeding the target of 50% reduction.

Outcome

Case Studies 

Accomplished by Our Experts!

malaysia

Vessel Port Stay Improvement



• Client developing the 1st modern container terminal in mauritania, 
introducing rTG and STS for the first time in the country. 

• management decided to provide an advanced hands-on training 
program for the maintenance team to raise their skills and technical 
knowledge to the international level.

Challenge

• A team of Professional Trainers were ready to travel in a week time. 
• Detailed & Customized Training Plan was created. 
• mechanical & Electrical training conducted. 
• STS & rTG Technical Troubleshooting performed.
• review the spare parts stock to the optimal level.
• Day to Day maintenance tasks demonstrated to trainees

Actions

• mission accomplished successfully and as per time plan. 
• PROBOX received a recognition letter from the terminal management 

for the outstanding service provided.

Outcome

mauritania

STS & rTG maintenance Training

Case Studies 

Accomplished by Our Experts!



Client has just inaugurated a new container terminal with an investment of $1 
Billion. The new state of art terminal planned to accommodate 1.5 mil TEU. 
Against expectations, the quay and gate productivity dropped in the first 4 
months of operations causing a negative impact on the shipping lines, clients 
and local community. Apparently, this has put pressure from the government 
to find immediate solutions to boost productivity. management decided to 
assign an external expert to support the terminal management to improve the 
performance and sustain the productivity on the target level.

Challenge

• Our expert worked with terminal management to implement a new ODP.
• DmAIC approach used
• Current situation analyzed to identify root cause and define roadmap.
• Practical Lean & Project management tools implemented.
• Design & implement a local Operating System that allowed the team to 

sustain the Lean culture in the organization. 

Actions

• Average anchorage time dropped from 4 days to 6 hours.
• road congestion eliminated, new practical operating system 

implemented successfully. 

Outcome

Ghana
Container Terminal Performance Improvement

Case Studies 

Accomplished by Our Experts!



African market Knowledge
We have a diverse team of experts including African nationals who possess years of working and living in several African
countries and speak different local languages. We don’t only understand local cultures but we truly respect them, that allow
us to adapt the international best practices and SOP to the local context and make it really effective.

Flexibility
We truly understand the nature of your terminal, as we came from the same side of the business. Accordingly; we prepared
our team to maintain the highest flexibility and sense of urgency to our clients’ urgent requests. We are ready for your call
asking for solution to be delivered “yesterday” and do our best to respond as quickly as possible. We are ready to mobilize
our team to your site from different locations inside and outside Africa.

Experience
Our team is proud of having a proven international record of accomplishments and more than 100 years of combined work
experience in several Ports, terminals and inland facilities inside and outside Africa. We firmly believe that we know what it
takes to deliver tailor made services & solutions to your Port, your People and your Country. We are confident that we can
make the change you look for!

Competitive Packages
Our vision is to offer you the best value for your investment, we believe in long-term partnerships with our clients in
Africa. We tailored our rates through a very dynamic model and based on bottom line value. Not only we offer very
competitive rates, but we also guarantee you a true value for your investment and even more.

What makes PROBOX different



A cut from the 
same Cloth!

Blend for Better Sustainability Humbleness

We are Africans working for 
the good of Africa. The sky is 

our limit!

We have the right blend of 
people, mindsets and 

experiences within our team. 
Our blend is our success! 

Sustainable success is about 
mitigating root causes, long 
term planning, and robust 

strategy formulation. We look 
at the future, plan for the 
future and see long term 

plans through! 

We’re equal and strongly 
believe in equality. We know 
what we do and where do we 
stand hence, we learn as we 

move. The humbler, The 
stronger!

Our Values



+20 1005009664

info@PROBOX.me
ahmed.elsiefy@PROBOX.me

www.PROBOX.me

Contact us



THANK YOU


